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Abstract: In modern turbofan engines, the bypass section of the fan stage alone provides the majority
of the total thrust required in cruise, and the size of the fan has a considerable effect on the overall
engine weight and nacelle drag. Thrust requirements in different parts of the flight envelope must
also be satisfied together with sufficient margins towards stalling. An accurate description of the
interdependencies between the relevant performance and design attributes of the fan stage alone—
such as efficiency, surge margin, fan-face Mach number, stage loading, flow coefficient, and aspect
ratio—are therefore necessary to estimate system-level objectives such as mission fuel burn and the
direct operating cost with enough confidence during the conceptual design phase. The contribution
of this study is to apply a parametric optimization approach to the conceptual design of fan stages
for low specific thrust turbofans based on the streamline curvature method. Trade-offs between fan
stage attributes for Pareto-optimal solutions are modeled by training Kriging surrogate models on
the results from the parametric optimization. A case study is provided in the end to demonstrate the
potential implications of including a higher level of fan-stage parameter interdependency in an engine
systems model. Results implied that being able to predict the rotor solidity required to maintain a
given average blade loading—in addition to stage efficiency—is of significant importance when it
comes to evaluating the trade-off between engine weight and thrust-specific fuel consumption.

Keywords: fans; optimization; performance; turbofans; propulsion; surrogate modeling

1. Introduction

System-level requirements within aviation are growing increasingly complex due to
more stringent restrictions on noise and emissions. With an increasing understanding of
the complexities of the environmental impact, the connection between component per-
formance and system-level performance will be of more importance to minimize the risk
of sub-optimizing when designing components for next-generation aero engines. The
development program of a new turbofan engine generally starts with an initial conceptual
design phase involving the optimization of low-fidelity low-order system-level models
against system-level objectives and requirements. The initial conceptual design optimiza-
tion phase defines the architecture concerning the fan stage. It sets ballpark target values
for component performance parameters such as the fan pressure ratio, stage efficiency,
mass flow per unit area at the inlet and the outlet, and the rotor relative tip Mach number.
The conceptual design phase is then followed by the preliminary component design using
higher-order modeling techniques to evaluate the feasibility of the targets set by the previ-
ous conceptual analysis. Depending on the outcome of the detailed component analysis
and the sophistication of the low-order models used during the system level analysis, it
is most often necessary to iterate between the system level analysis and detailed compo-
nent level analysis. Apart from the time-consuming aspect of such an iteration, the actual
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coupling between the component performance and the system-level performance will be
challenging to comprehend. It is, therefore, difficult for an engineer to judge whether a
particular design choice on a detailed component level is optimal.

Traditionally, the component level model during conceptual design is based on
0-D thermodynamics enhanced with empirical models relating design point polytropic
efficiency to meanline stage loading with corrections for size effects, entry-into-service,
and Reynolds number effects. Usually, these trends are combined with general guidelines
for the value ranges of other component level attributes for which said trends are deemed
valid, such as fan-face Mach number, blade aspect ratio, and flow coefficient. Listed in
Table 1 is a selection of component attributes for axial flow fan stages with value ranges
as proposed by Walsh and Fletcher [1] and Grieb [2]. Off-design performance is usually
obtained by scaling an existing performance characteristic of a known component appropri-
ate for the purpose considered. A method that considers the effects of the design pressure
ratio on compressor characteristics by nonlinear scaling was investigated by Kurzke [3].
Converse and Giffin [4] developed a method for parametric representations of compressor
characteristics based on design point inputs.

Table 1. Examples of the common guidelines and value ranges for axial fan stage design parameters.
Data and comments compiled from Walsh and Fletcher [1] and Grieb [2]. These are considered
applicable for civil direct-driven architectures with an entry into service of around 1995.

Parameter Value Range Comment

Inlet Mach nr. 0.55–0.65 Maximized to reduce fan frontal area.

Exit Mach nr. 0.3–0.5 High values will increase losses and may cause
choking in downstream components.

Rotor rel. tip Mach nr. 1.2–1.5 High values associated with excessive
shock losses.

Exit swirl angle 0.0 Residual swirl downstream of the OGV will
reduce the thrust.

Rotor tip speed <500 m/s Limited from above to preserve mechanical
integrity. Impacts disc stress levels.

Hub-to-tip ratio 0.3–0.4
At high values, tip clearance will be a larger
percentage of blade height. At low values,

higher disc and blade stress.

Stage loading 0.35–0.55 Higher values are usually assumed to be
associated with reduced polytropic efficiency.

Rotor axial aspect ratio 2.0–2.5 High aspect ratio is beneficial for weight but at
the expense of surge margin and efficiency.

Solidity - Specified to avoid excessive diffusion. Related
to surge margin, cost and weight.

Ways to improve conceptual modeling by the direct coupling of higher fidelity models
into engine system models were investigated by numerous authors [5,6]. High model
complexity and orders of magnitude in increased computational time are to be expected
with these approaches. Hence, it is essential to find the “sweet” spot in terms of model
complexity so that key mechanisms can be represented with just enough accuracy with
minimal computational cost in an initial system-level analysis. As a first attempt, it is of
interest to narrow the design space targeting feasible solutions with as high efficiency as
possible, while accounting for the interdependencies between component-level attributes
(including efficiency) that impact interfacing components and the overall system.

This study explores parametric optimization when applied to a mid-fidelity aerody-
namic performance model of a fan stage to generate a meaningful low-fidelity surrogate
model of aerodynamic performance for use in a subsequent system-level model. In this
case, the mid-fidelity modeling is represented by a streamline curvature (SLC) model.
The parametric optimization applied to the SLC model outputs a dataset in terms of opti-
mized objectives such as overall stage efficiency and independent parameters with—at the
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time—unknown preference ordering such as rotor blade aspect ratios and meanline stage
loading. An analytical representation of the interdependence between objectives and pa-
rameters is then generated by training a Kriging surrogate model on the dataset, which,
combined with zero-dimensional thermodynamics, can represent a low-order component
performance model to be used in the subsequent system-level analysis. A model generated
in this way can potentially be coupled with models within other disciplines of a similar
level of fidelity and similar models of other interfacing components within the system. It
may be able to do so without neglecting critical dependencies while significantly reducing
the modeling complexity compared to the case of having direct coupling with a component
model of higher fidelity.

The methods and results presented in this paper are an extension of the conference
paper with the same title, published in the “Proceedings of the 15th European Turbomachin-
ery Conference” [7]. In comparison to the conference paper, the study was extended with a
demonstration of a use case, where the previously generated low-order performance model
is coupled with a simplified weight model and integrated into an engine performance
model. A design space exploration is then performed on the setup to investigate how the
fan stage attributes influence the trade-off between engine weight and thrust specific fuel
consumption in a representative aerodynamic design point.

2. Methodology

The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate an approach of how to extract a
useful low-order model of fan-stage aero-thermodynamic performance from a higher-order,
higher-fidelity model. Compared to a traditional fan-stage performance model in an engine
systems model used for early conceptual design studies, an updated low-order model like
the one presented here could potentially allow for a higher degree of coupling between
fan performance and engine performance earlier in the development process and thereby
reduce the risk of sub-optimizing. With regard to the terminology; the model order is used
throughout this paper to describe the size of the input parameter space, and model fidelity
is used to describe the degree to which physics is being resolved. If an increase in the
model order is desired, i.e., a model sensitive to variations in a few more input parameters,
higher fidelity is usually required which would require more computational resources.
One alternative to increasing the model fidelity is to utilize a surrogate model that in and
of itself does not resolve any physics but may allow for the effect of interdependencies
between additional parameters to be included.

The following study is divided into two parts: part one is the central part of this
paper, that studies the interdependencies between relevant fan-stage attributes related to
its aero-thermodynamic performance; in part two, an example is given on how a surrogate
model of the fan-stage performance based on the previous analysis can be coupled with
a simplified weight model and integrated into an engine weight and performance model.
The combined zero-dimensional thermodynamics model and surrogate model of fan-stage
performance that is integrated into the engine system model will henceforth be referred
to as a low-order method. The SLC method that is the basis of the detailed analysis of the
first part, although usually referred to as a low-order method, will in the current analysis
serve as a replacement for a high-order high-fidelity method. It will therefore from here on
be referred to as such to make a clear distinction from the aforementioned model. Basing
the detailed analysis on data generated in part by validated CFD computations would
increase the confidence in the predictions, but for the purpose of this study, it was deemed
to be sufficient to rely on an SLC model to demonstrate the overall approach conceptually.
Likewise, a thorough investigation involving the generation of surrogate models or any
kind of empirical relationship should include proper validation. Due to the scarce sampling
of the SLC data and the expected confidence levels of SLC predictions in general, the value
added to the study from a validation test of the surrogate models was deemed to be minor
and was therefore omitted. Justifications for the observed trends are provided in the results
section by comparison with common guidelines from the literature or physical reasoning.
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However, it is noted that no definitive conclusions about the estimated trends presented in
this paper can be inferred for the reasons mentioned above—and neither is that the main
goal of the present study.

The following subsections describe the methodology in more detail by starting with
the setup of the streamline curvature model and its loss correlations followed by the defini-
tion of the blade loading parameter, the optimization setup and the surrogate modeling
approach. The last subsection gives a description of the setup of the engine systems model
used in the second part of the study.

2.1. Streamline Curvature Model Setup

A flow chart of the overall model setup is shown Figure 1. The model consists of a
process for the generation of the flow path geometry that defines the corner points of the
domain, a process for representing the radial distributions of inputs as parametric curves,
and a process representing the streamline-curvature program. The outputs of the two
former processes are fed into the SLC program as inputs.

Figure 1. Flow chart showing the modeling setup comprising three processes; the flow-geometry
modeler, the curve parameterizer, and the streamline curvature program. Explicit inputs to the model
are visualized as white parallelograms and are either explicitly specified as parametric attributes or
used as design variables during the optimization. In order to be able to specify the average stage
loading the normalized stage pressure ratio distribution P̂Rj is scaled with a parameter kPR which is
iterated upon until the output stage loading ψ̄ matches the target value ψ̄tgt within a given tolerance.

The flow path geometry, as illustrated in Figure 2a, is defined in part by the hub-to-tip
ratio HTR1 and the casing radius at the inlet station rtip,1. The entire flow path is divided
into five subsections, the inlet-, the rotor-, the intermediate-, the stator-, and the outlet-duct.
For each subsection, three design variables can be varied: (1) inlet height-to-length ratio;
(2) inlet-to-outlet area ratio; and (3) casing hade angle. For the purpose of this study, the
problem was further simplified by keeping the casing radius constant at a value of 1.0 m,
the area ratio for the inlet and the outlet sections constant, and a fixed value of 3.33 on
the height-to-length ratio for the intermediate duct. The area ratio of the intermediate duct
is further iterated on until the tangent of the hade angle at the hub is the average of the
corresponding rotor and stator values. This was performed to facilitate a smooth transition
from the rotor leading edge to the stator trailing edge. As output from the flow path geometry
module, the computational grid points at the hub and the casing curve for the SLC program
are returned in terms of axial and radial coordinates zi,hub, ri,hub and zi,tip, ri,tip.

The commercial throughflow code SC90C is used for the fan stage performance pre-
dictions. The software implementation of the SLC equilibrium equations are based on the
formulation by Denton [8] with loss and deviation correlations as well as annulus wall
blockage prediction from Wright and Miller [9]. Spanwise mixing is further modeled using
the equations of Gallimore [10].

The SLC program takes hub and the casing coordinates as input which specifies the
location and orientation of the quasi-orthogonal planes. The operating condition for the
stage is specified by setting the mass flow through the stage ṁ, the radial distributions of
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stagnation temperature at the inlet (Tt1), stagnation pressure at the inlet (Pt1), swirl angle
at the inlet (α1), and the rotor rotational speed. Design variables for each blade row are
specified accordingly for both the rotor and stator: spanwise distributions of aerodynamic
chord length (cR,j and cS,j), maximum profile thickness (tR,j and tS,j), incidence angle (iR,j
and iS,j), and leading edge radius (rle,R and rle,S) as well as the trailing edge radius (rte,R,
and rte,S). As part of the internal inverse design procedure of SC90C, the user has the option
to specify the spanwise distribution of the stage pressure ratio (PRj) and stator outlet swirl
angle α5,j, instead of explicitly specifying the stagger or the camber angle for the rotor
and the stator blade row. For each blade row, the number of blades (ZR and ZS) and tip
clearance (δR and δS) are also specified.

Variables distributed along the spanwise direction are parameterized with cubic Bézier
curves [11]. The parameterization defines the Bézier control-polygon with six degrees
of freedom in total, as illustrated in Figure 3. With ∆y0 and ∆y1 being equal to zero, the
parameterization is reduced to a linear interpolation between the hub and the casing values.

Figure 2. Meridional view of the computational domain for an example design: (a) flow path
geometry with station numbering 1-6; (b) flow path with streamlines and quasi-orthogonal planes
overlaid; and (c) the meridional projection of the rotor and the stator blade outline.

Figure 3. Illustration of the parameterization of a spanwise distributed variable y in terms of a cubic
Bezier curve.

2.2. Streamline Curvature Loss Correlations

Here, a brief review of the loss modeling implemented in SC90C is given as follows.
For a more detailed description, the reader is referred to the paper by Wright and Miller [9]
that describes the loss and deviation correlations as well as the blockage prediction that
the method used herein is largely based upon. Stations 1 and 2 used in this section refer to
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the inlet and the outlet of a single blade row, respectively. Stagnation properties, velocities,
and flow angles are further expressed in a frame-of-reference relative to the blade passage,
unless stated otherwise. The method estimates the blade row total pressure loss by dividing
the overall pressure loss into a sum of three loss sources, representing the profile, endwall,
and shock loss, respectively. Correlations are based on the pressure loss coefficient defined
as the difference in the total pressure from the inlet to the outlet of the blade row divided
by the dynamic pressure, i.e.,

ω =
Pt1 − Pt2

Pt1 − P1
. (1)

In the following paragraphs, a short description is given for the correlations associated to
each loss sources.

Profile loss is first determined for the minimum loss incidence condition according to
Lieblein [12],

ωp = 2
θw

c
σ

cos α2

(
V2

V1

)2
, (2)

where the wake momentum thickness per chord θw/c is a function of Lieblein’s equivalent
diffusion factor Deq and the inlet relative Mach number. The diffusion factor is further
corrected for thickness-to-chord effects established for double circular arc (DCA) airfoils
and is expressed accordingly:

Deq =
V1

V2

{
1 +

V2

V1
+

[
0.1 +

tmax

c

(
10.116 − 34.25

tmax

c

)]
Vw1 − Vw2

σV1

}
+ 1. (3)

The profile loss at a general incidence angle is obtained with correlations for an incidence
angle at minimum loss, choke, and stall condition, together with generalized curves relating
the offset in incidence from the minimum loss value to an associated increase in profile loss.

Endwall loss. Effects due to the endwall boundary layer and the interaction with
the blade boundary layer are correlated against the aspect ratio, blade loading, and tip
clearance, in accordance with Wright and Miller [9]. The correlation is then extended to a
2D flow assuming a parabolic distribution along the span. The undistributed endwall loss
coefficient is expressed accordingly:

ωew =

(
V2

V1

)2 1
AR

f (D, δ/c), (4)

where Lieblein’s diffusion factor D is used to take into account the effect of blade loading,
defined as:

D = 1 − V2

V1
+

1
2σ

(
r1Vw1 − r2Vw2

r1V1

)
. (5)

Calibration of empirical coefficients in the formulation of Equation (4) were performed by
Wright and Miller [9] against data on single and multistage compressors.

Shock loss. For inlet relative Mach numbers above 1.0, the pressure loss due to the
formation of shock waves inside the blade passage is approximated by a theoretical loss
model described by Schwenk et al. [13]. The resulting pressure loss is taken as a fraction of
the pressure loss calculated over a normal shock superseded by a representative passage
Mach number. For inlet Mach numbers between 0.8 and 1.0, the shock loss is taken as a
proportion of the loss calculated at M1 = 1.0.

Reynolds number effects. Profile and endwall losses calculated according to the proce-
dure above are taken to be valid for a Reynolds number of 106. Effects of the Reynolds
number is accounted for by applying corrections to the nominal values of profile and end-
wall loss coefficient. It is assumed that the flow is hydraulically smooth up to a Reynolds
number of 106 and that losses are invariant with respect to the Reynolds number beyond
that value. It is further assumed that the transition from the laminar to hydraulically
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smooth turbulent flow occurs at a Reynolds number of 105. In detail, the corrections are
calculated for the three regions accordingly

ω

ωRe=106
=


489.8Re−0.5 Re < 105

13.8Re−0.19 105 ≤ Re < 106

1.0 106 ≤ Re.

(6)

2.3. Blade Loading Parameter

Requirements on the stall margin has a strong influence on the fan design point
efficiency. For the purpose of this study, a measure of aerodynamic loading evaluated in the
design point will be used as a proxy for the stall margin. A normalized parameter based on
the stall criteria for blade profiles by Aungier [14] was used as a measure of aerodynamic
loading over a given blade section. Stall occurs if the equivalent velocity ratio WRE falls
below the critical value, i.e.,

WRE <
(2.2/ max(2.2, Deq))0.6(0.15 + 11 tmax/c)/(0.25 + 10 tmax/c)

1 + 0.4(min(1.1, θσ/(2sin(θ/2)cos(γ))))0.65 , (7)

with Deq defined as in Equation (3). The equivalent velocity ratio is further defined
from the row inlet and outlet static pressures and the total pressures in the blade section
relative frame

WRE =

√
Pt2 − P2

Pt1 − P1
. (8)

The normalized aerodynamic loading at a given spanwise position is then simply defined
as WRE,stall/WRE where WRE,stall is the right-hand side of the inequality in Equation (7). It
is further assumed that stall for a blade-row occurs when the loading parameter is greater
than or equal to one for at least 25% of the total inlet annulus area. A representative value
for the aerodynamic loading of the entire blade denoted by D̄∗ is then chosen as the 75%
percentile value. Calculation steps are as follows:

1. Calculate the loading parameter for each streamline and the associated annulus
area fraction.

2. Sort the streamlines by loading parameter.
3. Calculate the cumulative distribution of the area with respect to the loading parameter.
4. Calculate the loading parameter at a cumulative area fraction of 75%.

The stage-wise aerodynamic loading is taken as the maximum of the rotor and the
stator values, i.e., D̄∗

stage = max
(

D̄∗
R, D̄∗

S
)
.

2.4. Optimization Setup

The optimization problem considered here can be described as a multi-parametric
multi-objective optimization problem. In shorthand, it reads

J̃(Φ) = min
ξ

J(ξ, Φ) (9)

with objectives J and optimization parameters Φ given in detail in Equations (10) and (11),
and the design variables ξ listed in Table 2.

J = (1 − ηp, D̄∗
stage) (10)

Φ = (ψ̄, φ̄, M2, ARR). (11)

For the purpose of this study, the parametric optimization is performed by simply run-
ning multiple constrained optimizations independently by varying values on the selected
parameters in Equation (11). Parameter values for each optimization were generated by
means of random Latin-hypercube-sampling (LHS). The number of sampling points—and
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thereby the number of independent optimizations that were required to be performed—was
chosen as the number of data points required to exactly define a multivariate second-order
polynomial in n variables, which is given by the following expression:

N =
(n + 1)(n + 2)

2
. (12)

With the 4 scalar optimization parameters defined in Equation (11), Equation (12)
yields 15 required sampling points. It should be noted that following this rule of thumb
for deciding the number of sampling points by no means guarantees a sufficient sampling
size in general, but was deemed to be enough for the purpose of demonstrating the
optimization approach. Value ranges for each parameter and design variable as well as
values for additional fixed value parameters are shown in Table 2. For the optimization, a
standard NSGAII algorithm was used. Each optimization was set to run for 200 generations
with 100 offsprings per generation and a total population size of 500.

2.5. Surrogate Modeling

The goal with the surrogate models is to predict stage polytropic efficiency and
the required rotor solidity for Pareto optimal designs as an analytical function of the
optimization parameters and the blade loading parameter. The surrogate models then take
the following form:

ηp, σR = f (φ̄, ψ̄, ARR, M2, D̄∗
stage). (13)

The results obtained from the preceding parametric optimization with values of efficiency
and rotor solidity at corresponding values for the optimization parameters as well as blade
loading are then used as training data for the surrogate model. A standard Kriging method
is chosen for this purpose.

Table 2. Variable and parameter values and ranges for the parametric optimization. For each
combination of optimization parameter values, a Pareto frontier is generated to establish a trade-off
between efficiency and the blade loading parameter. Design variables in bold refer to vectors with a
size shown in parenthesis. The total number of scalar design variables is 18.

Variable Comment Value Type

r1,tip Inlet casing radius 1.0 m Fixed parameter
HTR1 Inlet hub-tip-ratio 0.3 Fixed parameter
α1 Inlet swirl angle 0.0◦ Fixed parameter
α5 Stator outlet swirl angle 0.0◦ Fixed parameter
tR Rotor maximum profile thickness Distribution Fixed parameter
tS Stator maximum profile thickness Distribution Fixed parameter
ψ̄tgt Stage loading coefficient [0.35, 0.85] Opti. parameter
φ̄ Stage flow coefficient [0.45, 1.05] Opti. parameter
M2 Fan-face Mach number [0.45, 0.75] Opti. parameter
ARR Rotor section aspect ratio [1.2, 2.4] Opti. parameter
ARS Stator section aspect ratio [1.0, 4.5] Design variable
A3/A2 Rotor section area ratio [0.75, 1.0] Design variable
A5/A4 Stator section area ratio [0.85, 1.0] Design variable
ZR Number of rotor blades [10, 35] Design variable
ZS Number of stator blades [15, 65] Design variable
ξPR Stage pressure ratio dist. parameters - Design variable (3)
ξc

R Rotor chord dist. parameters - Design variable (1)
ξc

S Stator chord dist. parameters - Design variable (1)
ξi

R Rotor incidence dist. parameters - Design variable (4)
ξi

S Stator incidence dist. parameters - Design variable (4)

2.6. Engine Systems Modeling

The resulting surrogate models of the first part are, in the second part of this study,
integrated into an engine cycle performance model and coupled with a simplified weight
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model. The main objectives of this investigation is to illustrate a use case for—and the
possible implications of—including a higher degree of fan-stage parameter interdependency
into the conceptual design of a turbofan engine. A design space exploration is carried out for
one operating condition with fixed values on net thrust and fan diameter. Fan-stage design
variables that could have been included into the analysis but were held constant are the
rotor aspect ratio and the fan stage blade loading parameter. With regard to the additional
engine cycle parameters, the overall pressure ratio and the turbine inlet temperature were
also held constant. Three design variables were then considered for this investigation,
namely the fan-face Mach number, the relative tip Mach number, and the jet velocity ratio.
The fan-face Mach number will influence the fan-stage efficiency and the required solidity,
but it will in this case also specify the total mass flow through the engine and by extension
the specific thrust. The relative tip Mach number will for a given axial Mach number,
fan rotor hub-tip-ratio, and diameter, specify the blade speed and by extension the stage
loading and flow coefficient, and will therefore have an effect on both the fan stage weight
and efficiency. The jet velocity ratio is here defined as the ratio of the specific gross thrust
between the bypass stream and the core stream. It is related to the relative amount of power
that is transferred to the bypass stream from the core and has, for a fixed thrust requirement
and fan diameter, a comparatively large influence on the size and weight of the core and
the thrust-specific fuel consumption.

Appropriate values for the constant parameters and baseline values for the design
variables are determined from a baseline engine configuration. For this purpose, a geared
turbofan representative of a Pratt & Whitney PW1133G in terms of thrust requirement and
component technology level was chosen. Since the SLC model used in part one of this study
was calibrated against data on designs that by today’s standards would be considered
outdated technology, the predicted magnitudes of efficiency and rotor solidity very likely
differ from state-of-the-art technology. To be more consistent with the technology level of a
state-of-the-art engine, the baseline cycle parameters for the performance model—including
an initial estimate of the fan-stage efficiency—were calibrated against open data using a
method similar to the one described in [15]. Table 3 shows the operating conditions of
the selected design point, the thrust requirement, as well as baseline parameters for the
fan-stage. The efficiency and solidity calculated by the surrogate models are normalized
to meet the estimated baseline values at the corresponding values of the flow coefficient,
stage loading, fan-face Mach number, rotor aspect ratio, and blade loading parameter.

Below, brief descriptions of the modeling setup for the engine dry weight and cycle
performance are given as follows.

Table 3. Design point operating condition and baseline fan-stage parameters. Assumed representative
of a 2010 geared turbofan engine during initial cruising at a max-cruise rating for the design mission.

Parameter Value

Operating conditions
Altitude 33.0 kft
Flight Mach nr. 0.78
Req. net thrust (one engine) 26.0 kN

Fan-stage baseline

Polytropic efficiency 0.9365
Rotor solidity 1.4546
Stage loading 0.5742
Flow coefficient 0.8999
Fan-face Mach nr. 0.6488

2.6.1. Engine Performance

The thermodynamic calculations of the inlet, the outer (bypass) part of the fan, and the
bypass nozzle are evaluated with PyCycle [16], which is an open source thermodynamic
cycle modeling library intended for jet engines written in Python and built on top of
the openMDAO framework [17]. For improved flexibility and computational speed, the
performance of the engine core is represented by a spline-surface. The spline-surface model
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calculates the core gross thrust and required fuel flow. It takes as input the power extracted
from the low-pressure turbine to the outer part of the fan, core mass-flow, and pressure
ratio of the inner part of the fan. The core performance data are sampled from the Chalmers
in-house cycle performance code GESTPAN [18]. Additional compatibility between the
core model and the rest of the engine as well as the efficiency surrogate model is solved for
with the Newton method supplied by the openMDAO framework.

2.6.2. Engine Dry Weight

The dry engine weight is broken down into the weight of the fan-stage, the speed-
reduction gearbox, and the core. Fan stage weight is further divided into a blade-set
weight and three additional constituents representing the weight of the containment ring,
the structure, and the disc, related to the fan diameter d f ac, number of rotor blades ZR,
rotor solidity σR, and the maximum rotor blade tip speed Utip,max. The proportionality
relationships are assumed to be as follows

Wbladeset ∝ d2.8
f an × Z−0.5

R × σ1.5
R , (14)

Wcontainment ∝ Wbladeset × Utip,max × Z−1
R , (15)

Wdisc ∝ Wbladeset × U1.4
tip,max, (16)

Wstructure ∝ Wbladeset. (17)

The gearbox weight is assumed to be directly proportional the maximum permissible
output torque. The estimated baseline values for the blade tip speed and gearbox output
torque are used to calculate a ratio to each maximum value. These ratios are then held
constant as the corresponding values in the design point are varied. It is important to
note that the dimensioning point may not be the chosen design point for this study and
that a proper multi-point analysis is necessary to better estimate the relationship between
maximum permissible values and design point values.

The core baseline weight is calculated from open data on an engine dry weight for
the PW1133G engine together with the resulting estimates of the baseline fan-stage and
gearbox weights. The core weight is then assumed to be directly proportional to the core
mass flow as the design value is being varied. Note that when the required power output
from the low-pressure turbine is increased for the same core mass flow, the turbine weight
typically increases, either due to heavier discs as a result from a higher rotational speed or
an additional turbine stage. This effect has not been included here.

3. Results

The results section is divided into two sub-sections, each covering the outcome of the
two parts of the study, respectively, i.e., the fan-stage parameter interdependency study
and the design space exploration of the engine systems model.

3.1. Part: 1—Fan-Stage Parameter Interdependencies

The time taken for the SLC model alone to converge to a single design point on a
standard desktop PC is in the order of 2.0 s. The time required to run 200 generations
with 100 offspring per generation and an initial sampling of 500 individuals, i.e., one
optimization, therefore amounts to about six core hours. The time taken to train the final
surrogate models on a dataset of about 600 individuals was in the order of minutes.

A prediction profiler demonstrating the relation of the stage polytropic efficiency
with respect to the optimization parameters and the blade loading parameter is shown in
Figure 4. This illustrates the variation of efficiency, predicted by the surrogate model, when
each parameter is varied around a given reference point, while the remaining parameters
are kept fixed at their respective reference values. The reference values in Figure 4, marked
by the intersection between the two dashed lines in each subplot, are chosen accordingly:
φ̄ = 0.8, ψ̄ = 0.6, ARR = 2.0, and D̄∗

stage = 0.88.
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When the fan-face Mach number M2 is increased above 0.6, the stage efficiency falls
rapidly, while the variation is small for lower values. Since a high mass flow per unit of
frontal area is advantageous from the standpoint of both fan weight and nacelle drag, it is
likely that some penalty in stage efficiency could be accepted if the fan-face Mach number
is increased beyond the value for peak efficiency. Values of up to and around Mach 0.65 are
typical for high bypass turbofans of the previous generation [1,2]. With fan weight being
roughly proportional to the fan-face area, going from 0.55 to 0.65 in Mach number has the
potential to yield more than a 9% reduction in both the fan component weight and nacelle
wetted area.

A decrease in the rotor axial aspect ratio results in an increased stage efficiency. This
could possibly be attributed to a reduction in the thickness-to-chord ratio that may influence
the efficiency in the following ways: (1) a decrease in profile losses due to a reduction in
the trailing edge momentum thickness; and (2) a reduced strength of the passage shock in
the tip region due to reduced blockage. The weak dependency on thickness-to-chord on
the blade loading parameter may also contribute slightly.

Figure 4. Prediction profiler of fan-stage polytropic efficiency and rotor solidity in design. Solid
black curves shows the surrogate model prediction when a given parameter is varied around a
reference value and other parameters are fixed. The reference values are shown by vertical dashed
lines. The gray scatter plots display the results upon which the surrogate model is trained.

When the flow coefficient is reduced from the reference value of 0.8, a reduction in the
predicted stage efficiency can be observed. With the axial Mach number at the fan-face held
fixed, a reduction in the flow coefficient is equivalent to an increase in the relative Mach
number. With a fan-face relative Mach number expressed as M2,rel = M2

√
1 + φ−2 and a

flow coefficient at the tip expressed as φtip = φ̄
√
(1 + HTR2

R)/2, a relative Mach number
at the tip can be estimated to around 1.082 for the reference design. The associated drop
in stage efficiency going from a flow coefficient of 0.8–0.625 with axial Mach number held
constant at 0.55 matches very well the predicted drop in efficiency when going from an
axial Mach number of 0.55 to 0.675 keeping the flow coefficient constant at 0.8. For each
of these two cases, the corresponding relative Mach numbers at the tip increases from the
reference value of 1.082 to 1.313 and 1.327, respectively, which may indicate that a large
part of the loss increase associated with the decrease in flow coefficient can be attributed to
an increase in the strength of the passage shock-wave.

Regarding the blade loading parameter, a maximum can be seen close to the reference
point value of 0.88. The efficiency is seen to have a maximum close to the reference blade
loading parameter of 0.88. The decrease in efficiency as the blade loading parameter
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is further increased may be an effect of extrapolation since the data from any potential
individuals in this part of the design space are likely Pareto-dominated and therefore filtered
away by the sorting algorithm already during optimization. In the case of such a maximum
occurring at low values of blade loading, this approach may exclude feasible designs that
could otherwise be of interest. Since solidity has a strong influence on weight, a design
with lower solidity at the expense of efficiency might be preferred due to the reduction
in weight provided that the stall/surge margin is sufficiently high. One way of sampling
this part of the design space during a parametric optimization could be to implement a
modified selection procedure to enforce a spread in the blade loading parameter without
specifying it as a conventional objective with a predetermined preference ordering.

The stage loading versus efficiency trend can be seen in the left-most subplot in
Figure 4. Unlike the common trend seen in the literature on conceptual design, the efficiency
seems to be increasing with stage loading for the most part. A possible explanation for
the trend observed here may be that, as the rotor-relative tip Mach number increases, the
optimal stage loading will increase. For given stagnation properties at the inlet, the given
flow coefficient and zero inlet swirl, the lost work as a fraction of the useful work input is
proportional to the entropy loss coefficient divided by the stage loading

1 − η ≈ Tt,out∆s
∆ht

∝
ζ

ψ
, (18)

where
ζ =

Tt,out∆s
ht,in − hin

. (19)

Assuming that the entropy loss coefficient can be split into two components, where ζshk
represents shock losses that are independent of stage loading, and ζsub represents the
profile, endwall, and mixing losses (“subsonic” losses) that are independent of the Mach
number. Taking the derivative of Equation (18) and setting it as equal to zero will then
yield the following expression for the point of optimal stage loading

∂(ζsub/ψ)

∂ψ
=

ζshk
ψ2 . (20)

If ζshk increases (by, for instance, increasing the inlet Mach number holding the flow
coefficient constant), through Equation (20), the optimal stage loading should also increase,
as can be seen in Figure 5. For designs with high mass flow rate per unit frontal area and
low-stage loading, reducing the strength of the passage shock wave by sweeping the blade
may be of importance. Blade sweep is here more important than for highly loaded fans
where no noticeable effect in efficiency from lean and sweep was found according to Denton
and Xu [19]. Blade sweep was not considered as a design parameter in the present study.
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Figure 5. Contours of polytropic efficiency against stage loading and flow coefficient for two different
fan-face Mach numbers—predicted by the surrogate model. Rotor aspect ratio and blade loading
parameter held fixed at their respective reference values.

3.2. Part: 2—Engine Performance and Weight

The design space of the engine systems model was explored by performing both
parameter sweeps and a trade-off study. The parameter sweeps were carried out in order
to demonstrate the individual effect on the objectives from variations in each design
variable and to justify the observed trends based on previous modeling assumptions.
Optimizations were carried out in order to investigate the implications on the trade-off
between the two objectives, engine dry weight, and specific fuel consumption for Pareto-
optimal designs when more fan-stage parameter interdependencies are included. The two
following subsections present the results and their interpretations for the parameter sweep
and the trade study, respectively.

3.2.1. Engine Model Parameter Sweep

For the parameter sweep, the three design variables, namely the jet velocity ratio,
fan-face Mach number, and rotor relative tip Mach number, were varied independently
around their baseline values. The response in terms of engine dry weight and thrust specific
fuel consumption as well as component weights and fan-stage performance are shown
in Figure 6. The three columns (a), (b), and (c) of Figure 6 show the results from each
individual parameter sweep, respectively. Similarly to the prediction profiler in Figure 4,
when one of the design variables is varied, the others are held fixed at their respective
baseline value.

A few things can be concluded about the parameter sweeps. With regard to the
variation in jet velocity ratio, a TSFC optima can be seen around 0.9. The slight increase in
fan stage efficiency as the jet velocity ratio increases most likely moved the TSFC optima
towards a slightly higher value. The increase in fan efficiency can be traced to an increase in
stage loading as more power is transferred to the fan together with the efficiency vs. stage-
loading trend predicted by the surrogate model. The existence of an engine dry weight
optima can be explained by a balance between a predicted increase in fan-stage weight
and a decreasing core weight. The increasing fan weight is likely due to the stage loading
increase and the accompanying increase in solidity required to maintain the same average
blade loading. More power required by the fan with a constant rotational speed will result
in an increased torque which can explain the observed increase in gearbox weight.

As the fan-face Mach number increases, there is an overall decrease in TSFC within
the selected design variable bounds, although with diminishing returns due to an accompa-
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nying decrease in fan-stage efficiency predicted by the surrogate model. An engine weight
optima can be observed around 0.61 and seem by all accounts to be a result of the fan
weight optima found at the same fan-face Mach number. The fan weight optima can be
explained by a balance between the effects of a decreasing blade speed and the increase in
required solidity predicted by the surrogate model.

As a relative tip Mach number increases, the TSFC increases since the propulsive
efficiency is approximately constant, and a steady decrease in fan efficiency is likely due to
increased shock losses. No optima were found within the given parameter range. As the
relative Mach number decreases beyond the baseline value, the fan efficiency and thereby
TSFC can be observed to reach an optima. An engine weight and fan weight optimum is
seen around 1.23 which could be explained by a balance between a steadily increased blade
speed requiring a heavier disc and containment ring and a reduced required rotor solidity
predicted by the surrogate model.

Figure 6. Results from the parameter sweep of the engine systems model. Each column (a–c) shows
responses when varying one design variable keeping the others constant at their baseline value. All y
axis values are further normalized with their respective baseline.

3.2.2. Engine Model Trade-Off Study

Two multi-objective optimizations were carried out. One with only a jet velocity ratio
included as a design variable with the other two was held fixed at their baseline values
and another optimization including all three design variables. The optimizations were
performed with an upper constraint on one of the objectives—in this case, the engine dry
weight—while performing a number of single objective optimizations minimizing TSFC.
To sample a Pareto-front, each single objective optimization was performed with progres-
sively higher values on the engine dry weight constraint. The two resulting Pareto-frontiers
can be seen in Figure 7a with the corresponding design variable values shown in Figure 7b.
For the optimization with only jet velocity ratio as a design variable, there is a maximum
variation of 0.68% in TSFC within the trade-space and a corresponding variation of 0.71%
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in the engine dry weight. When the fan-face Mach number and relative tip Mach number
are included, the variations increase to 0.85% and 2.0%, respectively. As can be noted, the
trade-space variation increases for both objectives but more so for the engine weight than
the TSFC in this case. Not including the influence of the fan-face Mach number and relative
tip Mach number on the fan efficiency and required rotor solidity, will therefore likely
result in an under-predicted engine weight penalty for a given improvement in TSFC. The
observed response in terms of the design variables when moving along the Pareto-front
in the direction of the reduced TSFC is that the jet velocity and fan-face Mach number is
increasing and the relative tip Mach number is decreasing. The design variable ranges
within the trade-space for this particular example are 15.59%, 2.2%, and 6.0%, for jet velocity
ratio, fan-face Mach numner and relative tip Mach number respectively.

Figure 7. Engine optimization results with (a) showing the trade-off between the two objectives for
Pareto-optimal designs and (b) showing the associated response in terms of the design variables
along the Pareto-front. Dashed lines showing results from optimizations with the only jet velocity
ratio as the design variable. All values are normalized with the corresponding baseline value. The
baseline design in terms of thrust specific fuel consumption and engine dry weight is shown in figure
(a) as the star.

4. Discussion

This study demonstrates the use of parametric optimization applied to the stream-
line curvature method to explore parameter interdependencies related to fan-stage aero-
thermodynamic performance. The design space exploration on the component level is
supported by surrogate models trained on the data produced by the parametric optimiza-
tions. The study ends with a use case, successfully demonstrating how the surrogate
models can be integrated into an engine systems model to explore the trade-off between
engine weight and specific thrust.

The parametric optimization campaign was initialized by generating the parameter
values by means of Latin-hypercube sampling. The chosen parameters for this purpose
were stage loading, flow coefficient, rotor aspect ratio, and fan-face Mach number. For each
sampling point, a two-objective optimization was carried out on a streamline curvature
model with stage polytropic efficiency and a blade loading parameter as the objectives. The
resulting set of the Pareto optimal designs were then used as training data to generate a
surrogate model for polytropic efficiency in terms of the four parameters and the blade
loading as independent variables. Upon the realization that the rotor solidity correlated
relatively well with the blade loading in all sampling points, a surrogate model for rotor
solidity in terms of the same five parameters was also generated.

It should be pointed out that, when entirely relying on throughflow predictions for
the compressor performance, heavily based on correlations, the accuracy of the results
will be highly dependent on the calibration of empirical coefficients. As reported in
Wright and Miller [9], some degree of calibration of the endwall and the shock loss model
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was performed. These calibrations were, however, only performed on a meanline basis.
Additional calibrations and decisions about implementation-specific details have therefore
been made by the developers of the software that the authors have little to no knowledge
about. Another aspect of the validity of the results that is important to stress is that the
modeling simplifications of a conventional correlation-based throughflow method will
set a limit on how well actual trends can be captured. The shock loss model employed
here is a gross simplification of the actual flow within a blade passage and could at best be
expected to capture overall trends in the efficiency Mach number relationship. Since the
loss model also treats the loss associated with boundary-layers and shock-waves as linearly
independent, the effects of the shock-wave boundary–layer interactions that are known
to have a large influence on performance will not be captured very well. The precise rate
of change of the efficiency Mach number relationship will therefore be very difficult to
capture with this method. The approach to generate a lower-order surrogate model of an
SLC model through parametric optimization—as demonstrated here—could, however, also
be applied to a model of higher fidelity.

The overall trends predicted by the surrogate models were to some extent justified
with physical reasoning and by comparison with common guidelines from the literature.
Observed trends between efficiency, fan-face Mach number, and stage loading implied
that shock losses may negatively impact efficiency to a larger extent when stage loading is
reduced. This could imply that means to reduce the strength of the passage shock wave such
as blade sweep might be of importance for designs with low-stage loading. With regard to
the choice of the blade loading as an objective during the parametric optimizations, this
could have the effect that designs which may be optimal in a global sense are excluded. This
study therefore highlights the need for optimization algorithms that can more efficiently
treat parameters with unknown preference ordering.

Several geometric features not included in the interdependency study for this paper
could be of interest to include in future work, such as the rotor inlet hub-tip-ratio, rotor,
and OGV maximum profile thickness and tip clearance. Including the diameter as an
independent parameter in order to account for Reynolds number effects and choosing
a more representative baseline domain in terms of the hub and the casing contours are
additional aspects worth considering. Parameter interdependencies representative for
state-of-the-art and future fan technology would require the high-fidelity method used
during the parametric optimization to be sensitive to more geometric features. If the effects
from detailed variations in the blade profile shapes should be taken into account, a blade-
to-blade solver coupled with a throughflow solver could be justifiable. If 3D features such
as lean and sweep are considered important, then the 3D RANS of the entire blade passage
would most likely be required. For the parametric optimization to be computationally
feasible in this case, without having to sacrifice too much in terms of the parameter sample
size, a surrogate assisted approach would probably also be necessary for this purpose.

The second part of this study demonstrates the importance of having a multidisci-
plinary perspective when setting up the design of an experiment to evaluate the fan-stage
aero-thermodynamic performance with a higher fidelity method. In the case of a fan-
stage in a high-bypass low-specific thrust turbofan, being able to predict the rotor solidity
required to maintain a given average blade loading was proven to be just as important
as predicting the fan stage efficiency when it comes to evaluating the trade-off between
the engine weight and thrust-specific fuel consumption. Additional considerations for
future work include extending the low-order model to incorporate relevant effects on the
off-design performance characteristic as well. This could potentially facilitate a direct
coupling of the engine model with aircraft design and mission analysis to investigate how
fan parameters affect operational flexibility.
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations
AR Aspect ratio
DCA Double circular arc
HTR Hub-tip-ratio
PR Pressure ratio
LHS Latin hyper-cube sampling
SLC Streamline curvature
TSFC Thrust specific fuel consumption
Symbols
A Area, (m2)
c Chord, (m)
d f an Fan diameter, (m)
D Lieblein’s diffusion factor, (-)
D∗ Normalized blade loading, (-)
Deq Equivalent diffusion, (-)
h Specific enthalpy, ( J

kg )
i Incidence angle, (◦)
ṁ Mass flow, (◦)
P Pressure, (Pa)
r, z Radial and axial coordinate, (m)
rle, rte Leading and trailing edge radius, (m)
s Specific entropy, ( J

kgK )
T Temperature, (K)
t Max profile thickness, (m)
V Velocity, (m/s)
Vw Whirl velocity, (m/s)
U Rotor blade velocity, (m/s)
WRE Equivalent velocity ratio, (-)
W Weight (mass), (kg)
Z Blade count
α Flow angle, (◦)
δ Tip clearance, (m)
ηp Polytropic efficiency, (-)
σ Solidity, (-)
ψ Stage loading, (-)
φ Flow coefficient, (-)
ξ Design variable vector
Φ Optimization parameter vector
ζ Entropy loss coefficient, (-)
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θw Wake momentum thickness (m)
θ Camber angle (rad)
γ Stagger angle (rad)
ω Pressure loss coefficient
Subscripts
1, 2, 3 . . . Station number
hub Parameter at the hub
i, j Meridional and normal grid index
R Rotor
S Stator
tip Parameter at the blade tip (or casing)
t Total/stagnation property
tgt Parameter target value
r, z Radial and axial component
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